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We present a new approach to the type inference problem for dynamic languages. Our goal is to combine logical
constraints, that is, deterministic information from a type system, with natural constraints, that is, uncertain
statistical information about types learnt from sources like identifier names. To this end, we introduce a
framework for probabilistic type inference that combines logic and learning: logical constraints on the types
are extracted from the program, and deep learning is applied to predict types from surface-level code properties
that are statistically associated, such as variable names. The foremost insight of our method is to constrain the
predictions from the learning procedure to respect the logical constraints, which we achieve by relaxing the
logical inference problem of type prediction into a continuous optimisation problem.
As a proof of concept, we build a tool calledOptTyper to predict missing types for TypeScript files.OptTyper
combines a continuous interpretation of logical constraints derived by a simple program transformation and
static analysis of TypeScript code, with natural constraints obtained from a deep learning model, which learns
naming conventions for types from a large codebase. By evaluating OptTyper, we show that the combination
of logical and natural constraints yields a large improvement in performance over either kind of information
individually and achieves a 3% improvement over the state-of-the-art.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Type Inference, Dynamic Languages, Continuous Relaxation, Numerical
optimisation, Deep Learning, TypeScript
1 INTRODUCTION
Statically-typed programming languages aim to enforce correctness and safety properties on
programs by guaranteeing constraints on program behaviour. A large scale user-study suggests
that programmers benefit from type safety [Hanenberg et al. 2014]; use of types has also been
shown to prevent field bugs [Gao et al. 2017]. However, type safety comes at a cost: these languages
often require explicit type annotations, which imposes the burden of declaring and maintaining
these annotations on the programmer. Strongly statically-typed, usually functional languages, like
Haskell or ML, offer type inference procedures that reduce the cost of explicitly writing types but
come with a steep learning curve [Tirronen et al. 2015].
Dynamically typed languages, which either lack or do not require type annotations, are relatively
more popular [Meyerovich and Rabkin 2012]. Initially designed for quick and dirty scripting or
rapid prototyping, these languages have begun reaching the limits of what can be achieved without
the help of type annotations, as witnessed by the heavy industrial investment in and proliferation of
static type systems for these languages (TypeScript [Microsoft 2019] and Flow [Facebook 2019] are
just two examples). Retrofit for dynamic languages, these type systems include gradual [Siek and
Taha 2006] and optional type systems [Bracha 2004]. Like classical type systems, these type systems
require annotations to provide benefits. Hence, reducing the annotation type tax for dynamic
languages remains an open research topic.
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1.1 Probabilistic Type Inference
Probabilistic type inference has recently been proposed as an attempt to reduce the burden of
writing and maintaining type annotations [Hellendoorn et al. 2018; Raychev et al. 2015; Wei et al.
2020]. Just as the availability of large data sets has transformed artificial intelligence, the increased
volume of publicly available source code, through code repositories like GitHub1 or GitLab2, enables
a new class of applications that leverage statistical patterns in large codebases [Allamanis et al. 2018].
Specifically, for type inference, machine learning allows us to develop less strict type inference
systems that learn to predict types from uncertain information, such as comments, names, and
lexical context, even when traditional type inference procedures fail to infer a useful type.
The classic literature on conventional type systems takes great care to demonstrate that type
inference only suggests sound types [Milner 1978; Pierce 2002]. Probabilistic type inference is not
in conflict with classical type inference but complements it. There are settings, like TypeScript,
where correct type inference is too imprecise. In these settings, probabilistic type inference helps
the human in the loop to move a partially typed codebase—one lacking so many type annotations
that classical type inference can make little progress—to a sufficiently annotated state that classical
type inference can take over and finish the job.
Two examples of probabilistic type inference tools are JSNice [Raychev et al. 2015], which uses
probabilistic graphical models to statistically infer types of identifiers in programs written in
JavaScript, and DeepTyper [Hellendoorn et al. 2018], which targets TypeScript via deep learning
techniques. However, none explicitly models the underlying type inference rules, and, thus, their
predictions ignore useful type constraints. Most recently, Wei et al. [2020] introduced LambdaNet
to exploit both type constraints and name usage information by using graph neural networks [Al-
lamanis et al. 2018]. LambdaNet, however, does not constrain the output of the network to satisfy
these constraints; this must be learnt automatically from data, and there is no guarantee that the
resulting model will respect the type constraints at test time. Indeed, in practice, we observe that
LambdaNet produces annotations that do not respect the learnt logical relationships (Fig. 6).
1.2 Our Contribution
In our view, probabilistic type inference should be considered as a constrained problem, as it
makes no sense to suggest types that violate type constraints. To respect this principle, we propose
OptTyper (from “optimising for optional types”), a novel framework for probabilistic type inference
that couples hard, logical type constraints with soft constraints drawn from structural, natural
patterns into a single optimisation problem. While, in theory, there is the option of filtering out the
incorrect predictions, our framework goes beyond that; our composite optimisation serves as a
communication channel between the two different sources of information.
Current type inference systems rely on one of two sources of information
(I) Logical Constraints on type annotations that follow from the type system. These are the
constraints used by standard deterministic approaches for static type inference.
(II) Natural Constraints are statistical constraints on type annotations that can be inferred from
relationships between types and surface-level properties such as names and lexical context.
These constraints can be learned by applying machine learning to large codebases.
Our goal is to improve the accuracy of probabilistic type inference by combining both kinds of
constraints into a single analysis, unifying logic and learning into a single framework. We start
with a formula that defines the logical constraints on the types of a set of identifiers in the program,
1https://github.com
2https://gitlab.com
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Fig. 1. Overview of general framework that combines logical and natural constraints in a single optimisation
problem.
and a machine learning model, such as a deep neural network, that probabilistically predicts the
type of each identifier.
The key idea behind our methods is a continuous relaxation of the logical constraints [Hájek
1998]. This means that we relax the logical formula into a continuous function by relaxing type
environments to probability matrices and defining a continuous semantic interpretation of logical
expressions. The relaxation has a special property, namely, that when this continuous function is
maximised with respect to the relaxed type environment, we obtain a discrete type environment
that satisfies the original constraints. The benefit of this relaxation is that logical constraints can
now be combined with the probabilistic predictions of type assignments that are produced by
machine learning methods. More specifically, this allows us to define a continuous function over
the continuous version of the type environment that sums the logical and natural constraints. And
once we have a continuous function, we can optimise it: we set up an optimisation problem that
returns the most natural type assignment for a program, while at the same time respecting type
constraints produced by traditional type inference.
Our main contributions follow:
• We introduce a general, principled framework that uses soft logic to combine logical and
natural constraints for type inference, based on transforming a type inference procedure into
a numerical optimisation problem.
• We instantiate this framework in OptTyper, a probabilistic type inference tool for TypeScript.
• We evaluate OptTyper and find that combining logical and natural constraints has better
performance than either alone. Further, OptTyper outperforms state-of-the-art systems,
LambdaNet, DeepTyper and JSNice.
• We show how OptTyper achieves its high performance by combining logical and natural
constraints at test time; to the best of our knowledge, it is the first tool for probabilistic type
inference to do so.
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2 GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR PROBABILISTIC TYPE INFERENCE
This section introduces our general framework, shown in Fig. 1 which we instantiate in the next
section by building a tool for predicting types in TypeScript. Fig. 2 illustrates our general framework
through a running example of predicting types.
2.1 An Outline of Probabilistic Type Inference
We consider a dynamic language of untyped programs that is equippedwith an existing deterministic
type system, that requires type annotations on identifiers. Given a program U plus a typing
environment Γ let Γ ⊢ U mean that the programU is well-typed according to the (deterministic)
type system, given types for identifiers provided by Γ. Formally, a typing environment Γ is a finite
function with domain {xv | v ∈ 1 . . .V }, where xv is an identifier, and range {lτ | τ ∈ 1 . . .T },
where each lτ is a literal type. Given an untyped program U , let probabilistic type inference consist
of these steps:
(1) We choose a finite universe consisting of T distinct literal types {lτ | τ ∈ 1 . . .T }.
(2) We compute a set {xv | v ∈ 1 . . .V } of a numberV of distinct identifiers inU that need to be
assigned types.
(3) We extract a set of constraints fromU .
(4) By optimising these constraints, we construct a matrix P with V rows and T columns, such
that each row is a probability vector (a discrete distribution over the T literal types).
(5) For each identifier xv , we set type tv to the literal type lτ which we compute from the vth
probability vector (the one for identifier xv ). In this work, we pick the column τ that has the
maximum probability in xv ’s probability vector.
(6) The outcome is the environment Γ = {xv : tv | v ∈ 1 . . .V }.
We say that probabilistic type inference is successful if Γ ⊢ U , that is, the untyped programU is
well-typed according to the deterministic type system. Since several steps may involve approxima-
tion, the prediction Γ may only be partially correct. Still, given a known Γˆ such that Γˆ ⊢ U we can
measure how well Γ has predicted the identifiers and types of Γˆ. A key idea is that there are two
sorts of constraints in step (3): logical constraints and natural constraints.
A logical constraint is a formula E that describes necessary conditions for U to be well-typed. In
principle, E can be any formula such that if Γ ⊢ U , then Γ satisfies E. Thus, the logical constraints
do not need to uniquely determine Γ. For this reason, a natural constraint encodes less-certain
information about Γ, for example, based on comments or names. Just as we can conceptualise the
logical constraints as a function to the set of boolean values {0, 1}, we can conceptualise the natural
constraints as functions that map Γ to the set of probabilities [0, 1], which can be interpreted as a
prediction of the probability that Γ would be successful. To combine these two constraints, we relax
the boolean operations to continuous operators on [0, 1]. Since we can conceptualise E as a function
that maps Γ to a boolean value {0, 1}, we relax this function to map to [0, 1], using a continuous
interpretation of the semantics of E. Similarly, we relax Γ to aV ×T matrix of probabilities. Having
done this, we formalise type inference as a problem in numerical optimisation, with the goal to find
a relaxed type assignment that satisfies as much as possible both sorts of constraints. The result of
this optimisation procedure is the matrix P of probabilities described in step (4).
2.2 Logical Constraints in Continuous Space
Logical constraints are extracted from our untyped input program U using standard program
analysis techniques. Here, we rely on a Constraint Generator for this purpose. Section 3.2 describes
its realisation. The generator takes into account a set of rules that the type system enforces and
produces a boolean type constraint for them.
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Variable Type
l1 : number l2 : string lT : any
x1 : START p1,1 p1,2 p1,T
x2 : END p2,1 p2,2 p2,T
xV : ADDNUM pV ,1 pV ,2 pV ,T
[[E]]P =
(
p1,1 ∗ p2,1
)
+
(
p1,2 ∗ p2,2
) −
[(p1,1 ∗ p2,1 ) ∗ (p1,2 ∗ p2,2 )]
(b) Probability matrix P = [p1, . . . , pV ]T , T = V = 3.
number string any
START 0.05 0.93 0.02
END 0.06 0.93 0.01
ADDNUM 0.01 0.01 0.98
(e) Prob. matrix P after optimisation.
Continuous Space Logical Constraints
Inject Code with
Type Parameters
function addNum<START, END, ADDNUM> (
start: START, end: END): ADDNUM {
var addN = start + end;
return addN;
}
(a) A minimal function with unknown type signature.
(c) Generated logical constraints for type parameters
and their corresponding relaxation.
E = [(START is number) and (END is number)]
or
[(START is string) and (END is string)]
(d) Prob. matrix M = [µ1, . . . , µV ]T . (f) Combined probability matrix.
(g) Resulting typed annotated
function signature.
Logical Constraints RelaxationNatural Constraints
number string any
START 0.84 0.11 0.05
END 0.60 0.08 0.32
ADDNUM 0.82 0.14 0.04
number string any
START 0.90 0.07 0.03
END 0.86 0.05 0.09
ADDNUM 0.83 0.14 0.03
min
P
∑
v | |pv − µv | |22 − λ[[E]]P
function addNum(start: number,
end: number): number
Untyped Code
Typed Declaration File
Fig. 2. Our input is a minimal JavaScript function with no type annotations on its parameters or result.
By default, TypeScript’s compiler assigns its wildcard type any to parameters. Our goal is to exploit both
logical and natural constraints to suggest more specific types. To begin, in Box (a), we propose fresh type
annotations START and END (uppercasing the identifier) for each parameter and ADDNUM for the return type.
We insert these annotations into the function’s definition. Our logical constraints on these types represent
knowledge obtained by a symbolic analysis of the code in the function’s body. In our example, the use of
a binary operation implies that the two parameter types are equal. Box (c) shows a minimal set of logical
constraints that state that addNum’s two operands have the same type. In general, the logical constraints can
be much more complex than our simple example. If we only have logical constraints, we cannot tell whether
string or number is a better solution, and so may fall back to the type any. The crux of our approach is to
take into account natural constraints; that is, statistical properties learnt from a source code corpus that seek
to capture human intention. In particular, we use a machine learning model to capture naming conventions
over types. We represent the solution space for our logical or natural constraints or their combination as a
V ×T matrix P of the form in Box (b): each row vector is a discrete probability distribution over our universe
of T = 3 concrete types (number, string, and any) for one of our V = 3 identifiers. Box (d) shows the natural
constraintsM induced by the identifier names for the parameters and the function name itself. Intuitively,
Box (d) shows that a programmer is more likely to name a variable start or end if she intends to use it as a
number than as a string. We can relax the boolean constraint to a numerical function on probabilities as
shown in Box (c). When we numerically optimise the resulting expression, we obtain the matrix in Box (e); it
predicts that both variables are strings with high probability. Although the objective function is symmetric
between string and number, the solution in (e) is asymmetric because it depends on the initialisation of
the optimiser. Finally, Box (f) shows an optimisation objective that combines both sources of information: E
consists of the logical constraints and each probability vector µv (the row ofM forv) is the natural constraint
for variable v . Box (f) also shows the solution matrix and Box (g) shows the induced type annotations, now
all predicted to be number.
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In this work, we consider the following logical constraints.
Definition 2.1 (Grammar of Logical Constraints). A logical constraint is an expression E of the
following form:
E ::= xv is lτ
| not E
| E and E
| E or E.
(1)
Let E be the set of all logical constraints.
Recall that a typing environment Γ is a finite function with domain {xv | v ∈ 1 . . .V }, and range
{lτ | τ ∈ 1 . . .T }. The standard logical satisfaction relation Γ |= E, is defined by induction on the
structure of E, as follows. The typing environment Γ plays the role of a model for the formula E.
Γ |= xv is lτ ⇔ Γ(xv ) = lτ
Γ |= not E ⇔not Γ |= E
Γ |= E1 and E2 ⇔Γ |= E1 and Γ |= E2
Γ |= E1 or E2 ⇔Γ |= E1 or Γ |= E2.
(2)
Continuous Relaxation. We explain how to specify a continuous relaxation of the discrete logical
semantics. Intuitively, the logical semantics defines a truth function that maps typing environments
to {0, 1}; a continuous relaxation extends the range of the truth function to [0, 1]. To see this, start
with two auxiliary definitions:
• We define ΠV×T to be the set of all probability matrices of size V ×T , that is, matrices of the
form P =
[
p1 . . . pV
]T, where each pv = [pv,1 . . . pv,T ]T is a vector that defines a
probability distribution over concrete types.
• We convert an environment Γ into aV ×T binarymatrix B(Γ) by settingbv,τ = 1 if (xv , lτ ) ∈ Γ,
and 0 otherwise. Each binary matrix is also a probability matrix: B(Γ) ∈ ΠV×T .
Given a formula E, we define a truth function fE : {0, 1}V×T → {0, 1} that maps binary matrices
to {0, 1}, namely, for all Γ, we define fE (B(Γ)) = 1 if and only if Γ |= E. A relaxed semantics is a
continuous function that always agrees with the logical semantics, that is, a relaxed semantics is a
function f˜E : ΠV×T → [0, 1] such that for all formulas E and environments Γ, f˜E (B(Γ)) = fE (B(Γ)).
Essentially, a relaxed semantics extends the domain and range of fE to be continuous instead of
discrete.
Our continuous semantics (or relaxed semantics) [[E]]P is a function ΠV×T × E → [0, 1], defined
by induction on the structure of E, as follows.
[[xv is lτ ]]P = pv,τ
[[not E]]P = 1 − [[E]]P
[[E1 and E2]]P = [[E1]]P · [[E2]]P
[[E1 or E2]]P = [[E1]]P + [[E2]]P − [[E1]]P · [[E2]]P .
(3)
(In the actual implementation, we use logits instead of probabilities for numerical stability, see
Appendix A.) Our semantics is based on standard many-valued interpretations of propositional
logic formulas as described for instance by Hájek [1998]; however, our atomic propositions xv is lτ
and their interpretation via the matrix P are original. To interpret conjunction, we use what is
known as the product t-norm, where the conjunction of two constraints is interpreted as the numeric
product of their interpretations: [[E1 and E2]]P = [[E1]]P · [[E2]]P . We make this choice because the
numeric product is smooth and fits with our optimisation-based approach. The product t-norm
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has already been used for obtaining relaxed logical semantics in machine learning, for example
by Rocktäschel et al. [2015]. Other choices are possible as we discuss in Section 5.2.
Our continuous semantics respects the duality between conjunction and disjunction:
Lemma 2.2 (Duality). For all E1, E2, and P :
(1) [[not (E1 and E2)]]P = [[(not E1) or (not E2)]]P
(2) [[not (E1 or E2)]]P = [[(not E1) and (not E2)]]P
The following asserts essentially that the relaxed semantics is a continuous function that always
agrees with the logical semantics.
Theorem 2.3 (Relaxation). For all E and Γ, we have that [[E]]B(Γ) = 1⇔ Γ |= E.
The proof is by induction on the structure of E; the details are in Appendix B.
Our general formulation of a relaxed semantics was in terms of the functions f and f˜ , where
we defined f by fE (B(Γ)) = 1 if and only if Γ |= E. We sought a relaxed semantics f˜ which we can
now define by: f˜E (P) = [[E]]P . Our desired equation f˜E (B(Γ)) = fE (B(Γ)), for all formulas E and
environments Γ, follows as a corollary of Theorem 2.3.
Recall that in our setting, we know E but do not know Γ. To address that, we observe that because
the continuous semantics f˜E (P) = [[E]]P is a function of P , we can optimise numerically the function
f˜E (P) with respect to P ∈ ΠV×T . If the optimisation is successful in finding an optimal value P∗
such that P∗ ≈ B(Γ) for some Γ and that f˜E (P∗) = [[E]]P ∗ = 1, then the theorem tells us that we
have a typing environment Γ that models E.
2.3 Natural Constraints via Machine Learning
A complementary source of information about types arises from statistical dependencies in the
source code of the program. For example, names of variables provide information about their
types [Xu et al. 2016], natural language in method-level comments provide information about
function types [Malik et al. 2019], and lexically nearby tokens provide information about a variable’s
type [Hellendoorn et al. 2018; Wei et al. 2020]. This information is indirect, and extremely difficult
to formalise, but we can still hope to exploit it by applying machine learning to large corpora of
source code.
Recently, the software engineering community has adopted the term naturalness of source code to
refer to the concept that programs have statistical regularities because they are written by humans
to be understood by humans [Hindle et al. 2012]. Following the idea that the naturalness in source
code may be in part responsible for the effectiveness of this information, we refer generically to
indirect, statistical constraints about types as natural constraints. Because natural constraints are
uncertain, they are naturally formalised as probabilities. A natural constraint is a mapping from a
type variable to a vector of probabilities over possible types.
Definition 2.4 (Natural Constraints). For each identifier xv in a program U , a natural constraint
is a probability vector µv = [µv1, . . . , µvT ]T. We aggregate the probability vectors of the learning
model in a matrix defined asM = [µ1 . . . µV ]T.
In principle, natural constraints can be defined based on any property of U , including names
and comments. In this paper, we consider a simple but practically effective example of natural
constraint, namely, a deep network that predicts the type of a variable from the characters in its
name. We consider each variable identifier xv to be a character sequence (cv1 . . . cvN ), where each
cvi is a character. (This instantiation of the natural constraint is defined only on types for identifiers
that occur in the source code, such as a function identifier or a parameter identifier.) This is a
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classification problem, where the input is xv , and the output classes are the set of T concrete types.
Ideally, the classifier would learn that identifier names that are lexically similar tend to have similar
types, and specifically which subsequences of the character names, like lst, are highly predictive of
the type, and which subsequences are less predictive. One simple way to do so is to use a recurrent
neural network (RNN).
For our purposes, an RNN is simply a function (hi−1, zi ) 7→ hi that maps a state vector hi−1 ∈ RH
and an arbitrary input zi to an updated state vector hi ∈ RH . (The dimension H is one of the
hyperparameters of the model, which can be tuned to obtain the best performance.) The RNN has
continuous parameters that are learned to fit a given data set, but we elide these parameters to
lighten the notation, because they are trained in a standard way. We use a particular variant of
an RNN called a long-short term memory network (LSTM) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997],
which has proven to be particularly effective both for natural language and for source code [Khanh
Dam et al. 2016; Melis et al. 2017; Sundermeyer et al. 2012; White et al. 2015]. We write the LSTM
as LSTM(hi−1, zi ).
With this background, we can describe the specific natural constraint that we use. Given the
name xv = (cv1 . . . cvN ), we input each character cvi to the LSTM, obtaining a final state vector
hN , which is then passed as input to a small neural network that outputs the natural constraint µv .
That is, we define
hi = LSTM(hi−1, cvi ) i ∈ 1, . . . ,N (4a)
µv = F (hN ), (4b)
where F : RH → RT is a simple neural network. In our instantiation of this natural constraint, we
choose F to be a feedforward neural network with no additional hidden layers, as defined in (10).
We provide more details regarding the particular structure of our neural network in Section 3.3.
This network structure is, by now, a fairly standard architectural motif in deep learning. More
sophisticated networks could certainly be employed, but are left to future work.
2.4 Combining Logical and Natural Constraints to Form an Optimisation Problem
Logical constraints pose challenges to the probabilistic world of machine learning. Neural networks
cannot handle hard constraints explicitly and thus it is not straightforward how to incorporate the
logical rules that they must follow. Our way around that problem is to relax the logical constraints to
numerical space and combine them with the natural constraints through a continuous optimisation
problem.
Intuitively, we design the optimisation problem to be over probability matrices P ∈ ΠV×T ;
we wish to find P that is as close as possible to the natural constraintsM subject to the logical
constraints being satisfied. A simple way to quantify the distance is via the Euclidean norm | | · | |2 of
a vector, which is a convex function and thus well suited with our optimisation approach. Hence,
we obtain the constrained optimisation problem
min
P ∈RV×T
∑
v
| |pv − µv | |22
s.t. pvτ ∈ [0, 1], ∀v,τ
T∑
τ=1
pvτ = 1, ∀v
[[E]]P = 1.
(5)
We use Mean Squared Error (MSE) here to quantify the performance of our fitting. We could
have used the Cross Entropy (CE), another common loss function. The MSE is a proper scoring
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rule [Gneiting and Raftery 2007], meaning that smaller values correspond to better matching of
our optimisation variables with the logical constraints. We do not claim any particular advantage
of MSE versus CE.
Instead of solving optimisation problem (5), we proceed to make some remarks that exploit its
structure. First, we reparameterise the problem to remove the probability constraints, by using the
softmax function
σ (x) =
[
exp{x1}∑
i exp{xi }
,
exp{x2}∑
i exp{xi }
, · · ·
]T
, (6)
which maps real-valued vectors to probability vectors. Our transformed problem takes the form
min
Y ∈RV×T
∑
v
| |σ (yv ) − µv | |22
s.t. [[E]][σ (y1), ...,σ (yV )]T − 1 = 0.
(7)
It is easy to see that for Y ∗ that minimises (7), then P∗ = [σ (y1), . . . ,σ (yV )]T minimises (5). We
remove the last constraint by introducing a multiplier λ ∈ R, yielding the final form of our
optimisation problem
min
Y ,λ
∑
v
| |σ (yv )T − µv | |22 − λ
([[E]][σ (y1), ...,σ (yV )]T − 1) . (8)
This corresponds to the Lagrange multiplier method [Bertsekas 1982]. According to the first-order
necessary conditions, at a saddle point of the objective function of (8) the following conditions
should be satisfied
∇YL(Y , λ) = 0 (9a)
∇λL(Y , λ) = 0, (9b)
where L(Y , λ) equals the objective of (8). Equation (9b) guarantees that at our optimisation’s
problem solution, the equality constraint in (7) is satisfied. In general, the necessary conditions
are concerned with a saddle point. In our experience, we have not faced any issue converging to
optimal solutions when starting with large initial values for λ. Nevertheless, a more systematic
study is required for removing such possibilities.
Finally, we note that by adding more terms to the combined objective function, we can extend
the sources of information we are getting as inputs to other channels, such as dynamic analysis.
3 OPTTYPER: PREDICTING TYPES FOR TYPESCRIPT
To evaluate our approach in a real-world scenario, we implement an end-to-end application,
called OptTyper, which aims to suggest missing types for TypeScript files. The goal of Opt-
Typer’s implementation is to serve as a proof of concept for our general framework. Thus, we
acknowledge that our mechanisms to generate logical and natural constraints are both pragmatic
under-approximations, and could in further work be replaced by more sophisticated mechanisms.
For instance, as every learning model outputs a probability vector over types, we can extend our
method to include natural constraints generated by LambdaNet [Wei et al. 2020], DeepTyper [Hel-
lendoorn et al. 2018] or indeed any other deep learning approach that offers the same kind of
output. For logical constraints, while the grammar of logical constraints defined in equation (1) fits
to express inference rules, the type constraints that OptTyper handles in practice are confined to
those inference rules we translate into logical expressions. Unfortunately, the TypeScript compiler’s
type inference does not output logical constraints, so we have taken the pragmatic approach of
only harvesting a subset of them. Even under the constraints of these two implementation choices
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1 function toByteArray<B64, TOBYTEARRAY>(b64: B64): TOBYTEARRAY {
2 ...
3 var len = b64.length; // B64 is String or Array<any>
4 ...
5 tmp = (revLookup[b64.charCodeAt(i)] << 18) // B64 is String
6 }
Fig. 3. A snippet from base64-js lib showing the extraction of two logical constraints (lines 3,5).
for extracting logical and natural constraints, we show that OptTyper outperforms JSNice and
DeepTyper; its results are also somewhat better than those of LambdaNet.
3.1 Background: TypeScript’s Type System
TypeScript [Microsoft 2019] is a typed superset of JavaScript designed for developing large-scale,
stable applications. TypeScript’s compiler (tsc) typechecks TypeScript programs then emits plain
JavaScript, to leverage the fact that JavaScript is the only cross-platform language that runs in any
browser, any host, and any OS. Structural type systems consider record types (classes), whose fields
or members have the same names and types, to be equal. TypeScript supports a structural type
system because it permits TypeScript to handle many JavaScript idioms that depend on dynamic
typing. One of the main goals of TypeScript’s designers is to support idiomatic JavaScript to
provide a smooth transition from JavaScript to TypeScript. Therefore, TypeScript’s type system
is deliberately unsound [Bierman et al. 2014]. It is an optional type system, whose annotations
can be omitted and have no effect on runtime. As, TypeScript erases them when transpiling to
JavaScript [Bierman et al. 2014]. We note, that TypeScript’s type system defaults to assigning its
any type to unannotated function or method parameters.
3.2 Logical Constraints for TypeScript
To generate the logical constraints of Section 2.2, we exploit the information from tsc, the Type-
Script compiler [Microsoft 2019]. As tsc does not, generate a logical formulas for its type inference
procedure we devise the following technique that allows us to generate some logical constraints
based on tsc’s information. To do so, we harvest type constraints from type hints that tscmay gen-
erate for untyped identifiers. Because tsc always infers any for parameters we trigger the compiler
by assigning a fresh generic type variable to each parameter declaration node, and then invoke tsc.
Inferring return types is an easier task for the compiler and is the reason why the Logical phase
of our method works better for return types than parameters, as shown in Table 2. We identify
common type hints that the tsc compiler produces, and turn them into type constraints, Table 1.
The first row refers to identifying properties or methods that a type should implement and we are
using them to generate an or type constraint as follows. Additionally, to the file that we predict
types for we take as an input the lib.d.ts 3 file which includes interfaces for the default library
types that the language implements. In that way when we find that an interface has a signature
for a property that our injected type variable implements, we can generate a constraint for that
particular type variable. If more the one interfaces have this propety, we generate an or constraint.
For a concrete example of this procedure, see Fig. 3. Our logical constraints include propositional
logic, and therefore seem able to express a wide range of interesting type constraints [Odersky
et al. 1999; Pottier and Rémy 2005]. This technique seems a useful device that could be employed in
other situations, and serves our purpose.
3https://github.com/Microsoft/TypeScript/blob/master/lib/lib.d.ts
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Table 1. Different kinds of type hints from which OptTyper generates Logical constraints.
Kind Description
Assign Type X is not assignable to type Y .
SupType Property X does not exist in type Y .
Return The return type of X is Y .
Operator Operator ⊕ cannot be applied to types X and Y .
Index Type X cannot index type Y .
ArithLHS The left-hand side of an arithmetic operation must be an enum type or have type any
or number.
ArithRHS The right-hand side of an arithmetic operation must be an enum type or have type
any or number.
Implementation Details. In our framework both solving the relaxed logical constraints alone, and
combining them with the natural constraints correspond to an optimisation problem as described
in (3) and (8) respectively. To find the minimum of the generated function we use RMSprop [Tiele-
man and Hinton 2014]; an alternative to stochastic gradient descent [Robbins and Monro 1951],
with an adaptive learning rate.Both the code for the deep learning and the combined optimisation
part is written in PyTorch [Paszke et al. 2017].
3.3 Natural Constraints for TypeScript
To learn naming conventions over types we use a Char-Level LSTMwhich predicts for any identifier
a probability vector over all the available types. Our model is trained on (id, type) pairs with the
goal to learn naming conventions for identifiers, treated as sequences of characters. The main
intuition behind this choice is that developers commonly use multiple abbreviations for the same
word and this family of abbreviations shares a type. A Char-Level model is well-suited to predict
the type for any identifier in an abbreviation families.
Dataset. Following the work of Wei et al. [2020] and Hellendoorn et al. [2018], to train our model
we use as dataset the 300 most starred Typescript projects from Github, containing between 500
to 10,000 lines of code. Our dataset was randomly split by project into 80% training data, 10%
validation data and 10% test data. Fig. 4 shows a summary of the pipeline used to train our model,
for specific implementation details of the LSTM refer to Appendix C.
Prediction Space. We define our type vocabulary to consist of top-100 most common default
library types in our training set. As Wei et al. [2020] report, this prediction space covers 98% of
the non-any annotations for the training set. We choose to consider only built-in types to ensure
that we do not introduce types that are not available to the compiler. Handling a larger set of
types is straightforward, but we decided instead to work with the same set of library types used by
Hellendoorn et al. [2018] and Wei et al. [2020], to be consistent in our comparisons. Conforming
to the practice of prior work in this space [Hellendoorn et al. 2018; Raychev et al. 2015; Wei
et al. 2020; Xu et al. 2016], we consider all different polymorphic type arguments to be any; for
example a Promise<boolean> type corresponds to Promise<any>. Accordingly higher-order functions
correspond to the type Function.
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TypeScript
# of pairs
~45,000
Char-Level
LSTM
Github repos
~300
(id, type)
pairs
64 epochs
Val. acc.: 0.81
Naming
Conventions
Fig. 4. Pipeline of learning naming conventions with a Char-Level LSTM, represented by a probability vector
for each identifier.
Implementation Details. Regarding the implementation details of the LSTM network, for the F in
(4b), we use a feedforward neural network
F (h) = log
(
σ
(
hAT + b
))
, (10)
where the log function is applied componentwise, and A and b are learnable weights and bias. The
softmax function (6) corresponds to the last layer of our neural network and essentially maps the
values of the previous layer to [0, 1], while the sum of all values is 1 as expected for a probability
vector as already explained. We work in log space to help numerical stability since computing (6)
directly can be problematic. As a result, F outputs values in [−∞, 0].
We train the model by supplying sets of variable identifiers together with their known types, and
minimizing a loss function. Our loss function is the negative log likelihood function—conveniently
combined with our log output—defined as
L(y) = −
∑
i
loд(yi ). (11)
Essentially, we select, during training, the element that corresponds to the correct label from the
output F and sum all the values of the correct labels for the entire training set.
4 EVALUATION OF OPTTYPER
This section opens with Section 4.1, which defines the prediction and query spaces, explains
the experimental setup and establishes the performance measure we use throughout the section.
OptTyper is built to combine and exploit both logical and natural constraints, so Section 4.2
quantifies their separate contributions and demonstrates their synergy. It then compares and
analyses the performance of OptTyper with that of LambdaNet and DeepTyper. It closes by
comparing OptTyper with JSNice, the pioneering work in probabilistic type inference.
4.1 Type Prediction Accuracy
For a statically typed language, let a declaration slot be a point in a program text where the grammar
permits annotating an identifier with its type, including parameters within a function declaration;
there is one such point for each identifier in the program. Predicting types is a multi-class prediction
task: at each annotation slot, we ask the predictor to propose a type from our type vocabulary,
T = {lτ | τ ∈ 1 . . .T }. We note that T does not include the gradual any type or Out-Of-Vocabulary
OOV token. Concretely, Section 3.3 defines T .
Figure 5 shows the query space for types in an optional type setting. TypeScript itself defines
built-in types. Library types are those types defined by the libraries a project imports and project
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Compiler Inferable
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Fig. 5. The query space for probabilistic type suggestion for an optionally typed language.
types, sometimes called user types in the literature, are those types a project defines itself. In
general, developer annotations are those slots that a developer is likely to annotate; in training
data, we under-approximate these slots by the slots that a developer did annotate. The compiler
inferable slots are those slots for which an optional compiler can infer a type given the developer
annotations. Developers annotate some slots to document and clarify the code, to aid navigation
and completion, and so that the compiler can infer types for other slots. Developer annotated
slots are special for two reasons: they provide a natural source of labelled training data and, since
developers went to the effort of annotating them, relieving developers of the burden of doing so is
clearly useful.
Let TPi be the number of times that a probabilistic type predictor correctly labelled a slot with
the ith type in T ; let FPi be the number of times that the type predictor incorrectly labelled a slot
with the ith type. Our ground truth for determining whether a prediction is correct is the set of
developer annotated slots; in our test set, we call this set the gold file. This is a working assumption
in the sense that some files may contain errors [Williams et al. 2017].
We report performance using accuracy [Manning et al. 2008], defined as
T∑
i
TPi
TPi + FPi
, (12)
where T = |T |. In multi-class prediction, accuracy coincides with micro-averaged precision. To see
that, consider a multi-class confusion matrix. The correct predictions are along its diagonal; the
incorrect ones fall into all the other cells. A correct prediction is both a TP positive, because the
predictor choose the correct class, and a true negative, because the predictor did not incorrectly
choose any other class. An incorrect prediction is both a FP and a FN, by the same reasoning.
Under these conditions, accuracy reduces to (12). So, following related work [Wei et al. 2020], we
use accuracy to refer to this metric in the evaluation that follows. To be consistent with previous
work [Hellendoorn et al. 2018; Wei et al. 2020], we perform the evaluations that follow on developer
annotation slots, while as we described Section 3.3 we use the same training data.
4.2 Ablation Analysis: Leveraging Both Logical and Natural Constraints
OptTyper has two phases — Logical andNatural — and combines them. To evaluate the effect of each
stage, Table 2 reports the accuracy of each stage. Table 2’s columns define disjoint sets of declaration
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Table 2. Ablation analysis of OptTyper, the cells report accuracy; FN refers to return types of functions and
PARAM represents parameters.
Tool FN PARAM TOTAL
Logical 0.56 0.23 0.29
Natural 0.27 0.62 0.52
OptTyper 0.66 0.75 0.74
Table 3. Accuracy for DeepTyper, LambdaNet and OptTyper; on 600 annotations slots.
Tool Acc
DeepTyper 0.63
LambdaNet 0.71
OptTyper 0.74
slots. Regarding the Logical approach, the results are significantly better for function return types
than parameter types. This happens because the OptTyper harvests a richer set of constraints for
return types. For parameter types, the compiler always infers its gradual any, essentially making
no inference at all. Therefore, it produces no useful logical constraints for parameters. To mitigate
this issue, we define some simple heuristics (Section 3.2) that extract constraints for the Logical
stage to consider. This approach produces an average total of approximately 20 constraints per file.
For the Natural phase, the results swap, the prediction accuracy for the parameters’ is double
than the one for the return types. Our assumption is that this is a result of largely using the
same parameters ids over different projects, for example path, than using the same function ids.
Nevertheless, the results from our Char-Level model indicate that just the naming of a variable
carries a lot of information about its actual type; Overall, Table 2 show that the Logical and Natural
phases complements each other and thus their combination in OptTyper greatly improves our
type inference capabilities.
4.3 Comparison with DeepTyper and LambdaNet
There are two main differences between DeepTyper and OptTyper that we need to address. Firstly,
DeepTyper considers a much larger prediction space of T = 1100 types, including many project
types. Thus, to measure the accuracy, we restrict the prediction space to 100 library types (a subset
of DeepTyper’s vocabulary, exactly those Wei et al. [2020] chose when comparing DeepTyper to
LambdaNet. Secondly, DeepTyper predicts a type, sometimes different, for each occurrence of an
identifier, while we predict types only for declaration slots. To address this, we compare OptTyper
with a DeepTyper variant proposed by Wei et al. [2020]. This variant makes a single prediction for
each identifier, by averaging over the RRN internal states for a particular identifier before the actual
prediction. The DeepTyper results we report are for this variant, retrained over the vocabulary of
100 library types specified above, using top-1 accuracy.
Table 3 summarises the results of our comparisons. We conjecture that OptTyper outperforms
DeepTyper mainly because OptTyper’s logical constraints define a wider, lexically independent,
prediction context than DeepTyper. Perhaps taking into account only information in the vicinity as
DeepTyper does can be problematic; for instance, function definitions may be placed relatively far
away from their calls and hence the context, that DeepTyper learns, is not very informative.
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1 function f1(
2 x: boolean,
3 z: Window,
4 y: Event
5 ): number {
6 x = true;
7 z = window;
8 y = Event.prototype;
9 return 1;
10 }
(a) Gold TypeScript file.
function P1{f1}(
P2{x}: L [ty]{Boolean},
P3{z}: (L [ty]{String} , L [ty]{Window}),
P4{y}: (L [ty]{Number} , L [ty]{Event})
): (P5: (L [ty]{Number}) {
P2{x} ← L {Boolean};
P3{z} ← L {window};
P4{y} ← L {Event}.prototype;
return P5 = L {Number}
}
(b) LambdaNet output.
Fig. 6. Minimal example showing 2 cases where LambdaNet gives incorrect predictions.
Table 4. Accuracy for JSNice and OptTyper; on 107 annotations slots.
Tool Acc
JSNice 0.45
OptTyper 0.71
The comparison with LambdaNet is straightforward because they provide a pretrained model
trained on the same dataset and for the same set of types as ours. Table 3 shows that our accuracy is
on par with LambdaNet’s, and indeed somewhat better. The closely comparable performances of the
two approaches is strong evidence that logical constraints are critical to accurate type prediction.
As we have discussed (See Section 5 for details), LambdaNet’s predictions may not type check.
We have found examples where this occurs. Fig. 6 shows two examples. The parameters on lines
3 and 4 actually have type Window and Event, as you can see in Section 4.3, which contains the
developer-annotated ground truth. Section 4.3, the figure on the right, shows that LambdaNet
mispredicts their types as String and Number. We conjecture that the misprediction is because
of data sparsity. LambdaNet correctly predicts the type of the first parameter because uses of
boolean are relatively common in the training data, while uses of Window and Event are not, so
the assignments on lines 7 and 8 provide too little signal for LambdaNet to pick up. OptTyper,
in contrast, correctly predicts all three parameter types. OptTyper succeeds here because the
assignments on lines 7 and 8 generate hard logical constraints that OptTyper incorporates, at
test time, into its optimisation search for a satisfying type environment. These examples may
explain the difference between LambdaNet’s and OptTyper’s prediction accuracy. This difference in
performance between the two approaches will crop up whenever the training data lacks sufficient
number of examples of a particular logical relation.
4.4 Comparison with JSNice
Only portions of the JSNice [Raychev et al. 2015] system have been made open source. The portion
of the implementation that the authors have made public is not sufficient to retrain the JSNice
models. Instead, we follow the approach of Hellendoorn et al. [2018] and Wei et al. [2020] and
manually compare JSNice and OptTyper over a smaller dataset. As JSNice targets JavaScript, it
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cannot predict types for classes or interfaces, so we report accuracy on top-level functions return
types and parameters randomly sampled from our test set. The prediction space for this comparison
is restricted to JavaScript primitive types.
As Table 4 shows, OptTyper outperforms JSNice. We conjecture that this is because JSNice
exploits the relation paths between types up to a shallow depth, and thus it may not capture some
typing relevant element dependencies. In contrast, our logical constraints can leverage information
of a more expansive context. Additionally, OptTyper’s grouping together of names that share a
type despite minor variations in their names could be proven useful for learning techniques.
5 RELATEDWORK
OptTyper is a new form of probabilistic type inference that optimises over both logical and natural
constraints. Related work spans classical, deterministic type inference, soft logic for the relaxation
of the constraints, and earlier machine learning approaches.
5.1 Classical Type Inference
Rich type inference mitigates the cost of explicitly annotating types. This feature is an inherent
trait of strongly, statically-typed, functional languages (like Haskell or ML).
Dynamic languages have also started to pay more attention to typings. Several JavaScript exten-
sions, like Closure Compiler [Google 2019], Flow [Facebook 2019] and TypeScript (See Section 3.1)
are all focusing on enabling sorts of static type checking for JavaScript. However, these extensions
often fail to scale to realistic programs that make use of dynamic evaluation and complex libraries,
for example, jQuery, which cannot be analysed precisely [Jensen et al. 2009]. There are similar
extensions for other popular scripting languages, like [The-Mypy-Project 2014], an optional static
type checker for Python, or RuboCop [Bastov 2018b], which serves as a static analyzer for Ruby by
enforcing many of the guidelines outlined in the community Ruby Style Guide [Bastov 2018a].
The quest for more modular and extensible static analysis techniques has resulted in the devel-
opment of richer type systems. Refinement types, that is, subsets of types that satisfy a logical
predicate (like Boolean expression), constrain the set of values described by the type and hence
allow the use of modern logic solvers (such as SAT and SMT engines) to extend the scope of
invariants that can be statically verified. An implementation of this concept comes with Logically
Qualified Data Types, abbreviated to Liquid Types. DSOLVE is an early application of liquid type
inference in OCAML [Rondon et al. 2008]. A type-checking algorithm, which relies on an SMT
solver to compute subtyping efficiently for a core, first-order functional language enhanced with
refinement types [Bierman et al. 2012], provides a different approach. LiquidHaskell [Vazou et al.
2014] is a static verifier of Haskell based on Liquid Types via SMT and predicate abstraction.
DependentJS [Chugh et al. 2012] incorporates dependent types into JavaScript. We note also, that
HM(X) is a family of constraint-based type systems [Odersky et al. 1999; Pottier and Rémy 2005],
that fits our formulation of the logical constraints.
A line of research closely related to our work concerns the specific problem of predicting a Type-
Script declaration file for an underlying JavaScript library. Writing and maintaining a declaration
file is a non-trivial process. Both TSCHECK [Feldthaus and Møller 2014] and TSTEST [Kristensen
and Møller 2017b] demonstrates the difficult of the task, by detecting numerous errors in the
declaration files of most of the libraries they have checked. [Kristensen and Møller 2017a] created
the TSINFER and TSEVOLVE tools to that to assist the programmer for creating and maintaining
TypeScript declaration files from JavaScript files. These tools are based on a combination of a static
and dynamic analysis that uses a recorded snapshot of a concretely initialised library to generate
TypeScript declaration files from JavaScript libraries. Dynamic analysis for TypeScript could serve
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as a different source of information in our type inference framework. We could capture results
from dynamic analysis by adding a new term to our objective(8).
5.2 Soft Logic
Recently, there is a resurgence of interest for soft logic in the context of machine learning. By soft,
logic we mean a many-valued logic, where the truth values lie on the unit interval [0, 1]. The reason
for this resurgence is twofold: First, soft logic allows the modelling of multiple notions of similarity.
Second, and more relevant for our interests, the resulting compound formulas are amenable to
continuous optimisation approaches. Thus, they provide a framework to exploit the relational
structure of different problems [Kimmig et al. 2012].
In the context of fuzzy logic, the three most important extensions are Gödel logic, Łukasiewicz
logic, and product logic [Hájek 1998], with the latter two attracting more interest. For example, the
Łukasiewicz logic is used in Bach et al. [2017] due to its convenient relationship with their relaxed
MAX-SAT problem formulation. In our case, the relationships expressed by the logical constraints
are non-convex, and we focus on smooth optimisation formulations; the product logic is more
suitable since the other two are non-smooth and would require relaxations. For deep learning, this
logic is also important as it allows backpropagation [Evans and Grefenstette 2018].
5.3 Probabilistic Type Inference
Although the interdisciplinary field between machine learning and programming languages is still
young, complete reviews of this area are already available. Vechev and Yahav [2016] give a detailed
description of the area. Gottschlich et al. [2018]’s position paper examines this research area by
categorising the challenges involved in three main, overlapping pillars: intention, invention, and
adaptation. Allamanis et al. [2018] extensively survey work that probabilistically models source
code via a learning component and complex representations of the underlying code.
A sub-field of this emerging area applies machine learning in probabilistic graphical models to
infer semantic properties of programs, such as types. The first example of this class of approach
was JSNice [Raychev et al. 2015], which uses probabilistic graphical models to infer types (and
deobfuscate names) for JavaScript files. They use conditional random fields (CRF) [Sutton et al.
2012], to encode variable relations between types, but not type constraints. OptTyper differs from
JSNice in incorporating logical type constraints and reformulating probabilistic type inference
as an optimisation problem. Xu et al. [2016] use a different graphical model to statistically infer
types for Python. Their method trains a classifier for each project that predicts the type of each
variable from its name. The classifier’s predictions for each variable are combined with semantic
constraints using a kind of graphical model called a factor graph [Yedidia et al. 2003], which is
closely related to CRFs. To build their factor graph, they leverage type hints derived from data flow,
attribute accesses, subtyping, and naming conventions. Compared to our work, Xu et al. [2016]
require heuristically chosen weights in the factors that integrate naming and semantic constraints;
these heuristics may need to be tuned separately for each new kind of semantic constraint that
is added to the model. In contrast, our method relies on an optimisation that integrates semantic
constraints and naming constraints in a principled way. An important advantage of our approach
is that we can introduce type constraints from any standard type inference engine by automatically
relaxing them.
Most recent works have used deep learning approaches to tackle the problem of probabilistic
type inference. Hellendoorn et al. [2018] were the first to do so, by building DeepTyper, a tool that
infers types for partially typed TypeScript code. DeepTyper uses a bidirectional neural network
that leverages local lexical information to make type predictions for every identifier but otherwise
ignores type constraints. A strength of DeepTyper is that it can handle a very large type vocabulary
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that spans both library and user-defined types. NL2Type, a tool by [Malik et al. 2019], also takes a
deep learning approach to the task, using JSDoc comments as an additional type hint. Our approach
differs from DeepTyper and NL2Type in incorporating logical type constraints. Our reformulation
of probabilistic type inference as an optimisation problem that incorporates explicitly logical
constraints separates us from these two approaches.
LambdaNet [Wei et al. 2020] was the first to apply a graph neural network (GNN)model [Allamanis
et al. 2017; Gilmer et al. 2017] to the probabilistic type inference task. LambdaNet targets TypeScript
and uses static analysis to build its GNN from the training data. This GNN combines logical and
contextual (which subsumes OptTyper’s natural) constraints. They are the first to be able to
predict unseen user-defined types by using a pointer-network-like architecture [Allamanis et al.
2016; Vinyals et al. 2015] to predict over an open vocabulary. Typilus [Allamanis et al. 2020] is a
GNN that employs one-shot learning to predict an open vocabulary of types, including rare and
unseen user-defined types, for Python. Interestingly, both of these GNN models use an iterative
computation called message-passing to compute predictions, which is closely related to the sum-
product algorithm used for inference in [Xu et al. 2016], which also relies on message passing.
The main difference between our method and these two GNN-based approaches is that we do
not learn the logical constraints but rather extracts and enforces them at test time. Incorporating
previously known, hard constraints into a learning model is an effective way to improve its overall
performance, but it does not imply that the result will respect them.What our approach does instead,
is to offer a principled way to explicitly impose the logical constraints while constructively, and
only at the places where is needed, absorbing information from the natural channel. In that sense,
our work is complementary to each prior work above, as the described tools output a probability
vector over types, which our approach can take as its input to the natural part of our combined
optimisation equation (8).
6 CONCLUSION
This paper addresses the lack of rich type inference process for dynamically typed languages. To
tackle this, we combine logical constraints, deterministic information from a type system, with
natural constraints, uncertain information about types, learnt by machine learning techniques,
while focusing on the satisfaction of the typing rules dictated by the language. A core aim of our
method is to guide the predictions from the learning procedure to respect the logical constraints.
We achieve this by relaxing the logical type inference problem into a continuous space. This allows
us to constructively combine the natural and logical part in a single optimisation problem with
guaranteed constraint satisfaction. Our framework is extensible: it can incorporate information from
arbitrary models into its natural part and type constraints generated by traditional deterministic
type inference systems. We evaluate our framework by implementingOptTyper, a tool that predicts
types for TypeScript. Our experiments show thatOptTyper achieves an accuracy of 74% for top-one
prediction, marginally improving on state-of-the-art performance. Our main insight is that, instead
of learning type inference rules as logical relationships, we impose them as hard constraints and
jointly optimise them with soft constraints coming from channels that carry type hints about
the prediction. Moreover, our principle of optimising logical and natural constraints together at
test-time offers stronger guarantees that our predictions are type-correct.
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A APPENDIX: CONTINUOUS RELAXATION IN THE LOGIT SPACE
In Section 2.2, we present the continuous interpretation based on probabilities. As alreadymentioned,
in the actual implementation we use logit instead for numerical stability. The logit of a probability
is the logarithm of the odds ratio. It is defined as the inverse of the softmax function; that is, an
element of a probability vector p ∈ [0, 1] corresponds to
π = log p1 − p .
It allows us to map probability values from [0, 1] to [−∞,∞].
Given the matrix L, which corresponds to the logit of the matrix P in Section 2.2, we interpret
an expression E as a number [[E]]P ∈ R as follows:
[[xv is lτ ]]L = πv,τ
[[not E]]L = log(1 − sigmoid([[E]]L)
[[E1 and E2]]L = [[E1]]L + [[E2]]L
[[E1 or E2]]L = LogSumExp([[E1]]L + [[E2]]L − [[E1]]L · [[E2]]L).
The sigmoid function is defined as
sigmoid(a) = exp{a}1 + exp{a} ,
while the LogSumExp function is defined as
LogSumExp(x) = log
(∑
i
exp{xi }
)
.
B APPENDIX: FORMAL PROOFS
B.1 Proofs for Logical Constraints
Lemma B.1. For all E and Γ, [[E]]B(Γ) ∈ {0, 1}.
Proof. By structural induction on the continuous semantics. □
Lemma B.2. For all E, E1, E2, and Γ:
(1) [[E]]B(Γ) = 0⇔ not([[E]]B(Γ) = 1)
(2) [[E1]]B(Γ) = 1 and [[E2]]B(Γ) = 1⇔ [[E1]]B(Γ) · [[E2]]B(Γ) = 1
(3) [[E1]]B(Γ) = 1 or [[E2]]B(Γ) = 1⇔ [[E1]]B(Γ) + [[E2]]B(Γ) − [[E1]]B(Γ) · [[E2]]B(Γ) = 1
Proof. These follow by cases analyses based on Lemma B.1. □
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Lemma B.3. For all E and Γ, either Γ |= E or Γ |= not E.
Proof. By structural induction on the satisfaction relation. □
Restatement of Theorem 2.3. For all E and Γ: [[E]]B(Γ) = 1⇔ Γ |= E.
Proof. We prove the property by structural induction; that is, we prove that ϕ(N ) holds for all
N , where ϕ(N ) is as follows.
ϕ(N ) ≜ ∀E,∀Γ : size(E) = N ⇒ (Γ |= E ⇔ [[E]]B(Γ) = 1).
We proceed by course-of-values induction on N . Consider any E, Γ and N = size(E). We proceed
by a case analysis at E.
Base Case For N = 1, the base case is E = (xv is lτ ). For any Γ we are to show
Γ |= xv is lτ ⇔ [[xv is lτ ]]B(Γ) = 1.
By definition, [[xv is lτ ]]B(Γ) = pv,τ where pv,τ is the probability that variable xv has type lτ
according to the matrix B(Γ). By definition of B(Γ) and because B results to a binary matrix,
[[xv is lτ ]]B(Γ) = 1 means that the element pv,τ is equal to 1, that is Γ |= xv is lτ . Also,
Γ |= xv is lτ , implies that Γ(xv ) = lτ . By definition, that means [[xv is lτ ]]B(Γ) = 1.
Case E = not E ′. We are to show Γ |= not E ′ ⇔ [[not E ′]]B(Γ) = 1. We have that,
[[not E ′]]B(Γ) = 1⇔
1 − [[E ′]]B(Γ) = 1⇔ (Definition)
[[E ′]]B(Γ) = 0⇔
not ([[E ′]]B(Γ) = 1) ⇔ (Lemma B.1)
not Γ |= E ′ ⇔ (Induction Hypothesis)
Γ |= not E ′ (Definition).
Case E = (E1 and E2). For size(E1) < N and size(E2) < N , we are to show that Γ |= (E1 and E2) ⇔
[[(E1 and E2)]]B(Γ) = 1. Our induction hypothesis is that ϕ(M) holds for allM < N . We have
that
Γ |= (E1 and E2) ⇔
Γ |= E1 and Γ |= E2 ⇔ (Definition)
[[E1]]B(Γ) = 1 and [[E2]]B(Γ) = 1⇔ (Induction Hypothesis)
[[E1]]B(Γ) · [[E2]]B(Γ) = 1⇔ (Lemma B.1)
[[(E1 and E2)]]B(Γ) = 1 (Definition)
which completes the proof for this case.
Case E = (E1 or E2). For size(E1) < N and size(E2) < N , we are to show Γ |= (E1 and E2) ⇔
[[(E1 and E2)]]B(Γ) = 1. Our induction hypothesis is that ϕ(M) holds for allM < N . We have
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that
Γ |= (E1 or E2) ⇔
Γ |= E1 or Γ |= E2 ⇔ (Definition)
[[E1]]B(Γ) = 1 or [[E2]]B(Γ) = 1⇔ (Induction Hypothesis)
([[E1]]B(Γ) − 1) · (1 − [[E2]]B(Γ)) = 0⇔
[[E1]]B(Γ) − [[E1]]B(Γ) · [[E2]]B(Γ) + [[E2]]B(Γ) − 1 = 0⇔ (Case Analysis & Lemma B.1)
[[E1 or E2]]B(Γ) = 1.
which completes the proof for this case.
□
C APPENDIX: NEURAL MODEL
In this appendix we present the implementation details of the deep neural used in Section 3.3.
LSTMClassifier(
(embedding): Embedding(90, 128)
(lstm): LSTM(128, 64)
(hidden2out): Linear(in_features=64,
out_features=100, bias=True)
(softmax): LogSoftmax()
(optimization fun): ADAM)
Listing 1. Our Character Level LSTM model.
